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Formative feedback 

  

  
  
Overall Comments 
  
 You have really taken to this little course Jennifer, and I am confident that you have 
demonstrated the required qualities to commence degree level study with OCA/UCA. I agree 
that either printmaking or one of the new exploring media courses (one for drawing and one 
for painting) would all be good first choices. Do speak to OCA HQ course advisor Joanne to 
talk through your options though as different degree pathways have different requirements 
for core courses.  

Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
  
 You sound as though you are feeling a little tentative about moving out from your enjoyable 
and sensitive line drawing into ways of using tone. You are working to explore your options 
which is great, but some will need to be pushed through a little harder to reap rewards. It 
may be that you can reflect on what you enjoy about line drawing chickens for example and 
see how far you can transfer that into tone. For instance; when you are drawing using tone, 
effectively what you are looking for is lines between areas of tone. These are then depicted 
by gesture as you bring one tone up against another. When you do this currently, you are not 
doing so as sensitively as you do in line. You say in your log that you are not confident that 
anyone would recognise your mountains. They are a lot larger than a chicken, but not more 
complex – you are just more confident in judging how to approach chickens using line than 
you are mountains using tone. A technique that might help is to consider masking. This can 
be done very fluently with scraps of paper that you just discard as you go. You can place a 
scrap of paper against an ‘edge’ and then shade up and across it. You can shuffle the paper 
along to go around curves etc – no need to cut complicated masks each time. The same can 
be done to get a quick sharp edge with a rubber too. I hope this makes sense – it is shard to 
describe in words. Your tonal charcoal chicken isn’t as sensitive as your line version. Try 
carving into the tone as sensitively, and sparsely as you work with line; just look for lines 
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between patches of tone instead of outlines. Your life drawing will help with this too. 
Charcoal is great for this (as are monoprints) as the medium can be pushed around so you 
can edge up to accuracy. 

I agree that thinking about the spine is a great way to work out what is going on in a figure. I 
would add a line that joins the shoulder blades and one that cuts across the pelvis to your 
spine line. Those three then give you the tilt of the hips and shoulders relative to the spine 
and that will give you lots of information about how arms and legs and weight operate.  It’s 
interesting to me that once you start to build up tone on one of your figure drawings, you 
lose focus and the marks become coarse and wobbly. Again, I would say try to enjoy the 
lines within a structure or form, those that are formed by shadows or edges of tonal areas.  

!  

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/tga-9013-1-22/vaughan-drawing-of-two-men-working-with-
axes 

This Keith Vaughan sketch (above) might suggest a way you can ease yourself across into 
tone from line? 

Your monoprints are very good, and there are signs of you exploring how you can build on 
the properties of the monoprint and attach that learning to what you already know which is 
great. There is some fine work here as well as bolder gestures. Remember there is no need 
for larger gestures to be less defined or accurate.  

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/norman-ackroyd-625 

Looking at the main body of your work in your sketchbooks I do wonder whether the collage 
and calligraphic work needed to be so divorced from your usual process. Did the 
Rauschenberg not suggest potentially a more painterly ay of using calligraphy within a 

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/tga-9013-1-22/vaughan-drawing-of-two-men-working-with-axes
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/tga-9013-1-22/vaughan-drawing-of-two-men-working-with-axes
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/norman-ackroyd-625


printmaking / drawing / painting process? Equally with the spaceman; the composition 
seems a little random, not to mention the subject (although I allow that was not a priority). 
You have been looking at rounded forms, the two minute study of a woman on her hands 
and knees and the various small animals all seem to have that quality and it seems 
enjoyable and important to you. I wonder if you would have had more ‘fuel’ for these 
assignments in terms of knowing how to make decisions if you could have built on the work 
that preceded it. Can you write a drawing of a nude? (clue below) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zDDm8HBV0Y 

You have chosen your palette well for the astronaut but I confess I was more interested in 
the story of you walking through china town than I am by the astronaut image. You say in 
your log that you feel a little rootless here and that is a very good observation. As you 
progress through your degree, you will be given lots of opportunities to try new things and 
experiment. You will need to try out different ways of balancing new knowledge with your 
own practice and preferences. It is important not to lose yourself completely, but also 
important to take risks and be prepared to destroy things which are limiting you even though 
they may be comfortable. It can help when faced with what seems like an alien process or 
theme, to take time to look at other artists and find a few people who maybe resonate with 
what you have been doing or enjoy. Then you can look at what you have been up to in your 
sketchbook or previous assignments and build out from there. Try making an abstract 
composition using your blues and calligraphic collage but taking the forms from your guinea 
pigs. See if you can add a spaceman to it. 

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
  
 You are getting out and visiting shows, which is excellent. You are discovering lots of new 
and exciting artists. As you progress, look to attach your research ever more productively 
and creatively to your making – in both directions. Art is so broad, that it will be possible to 
find artists who really inspire and resonate with you personally. When you are writing up your 
log during your degree try to be as specific as possible about what you are trying to achieve 
with your research – this will help your tutors signpost you to relevant artists. 
  
Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
  
  
 Your log is thoughtful and constructive. You are visiting exhibitions and attending a life class 
which is all great. You are engaging with other CA students and tutors and generally finding 
ways to support your autonomous study which is really crucial.  

I do agree fundamentally that you need to focus on moving beyond very simple line 
drawings of small things, and push out a little. But always be prepared to look for ways to 
weave your skills back in and don’t get overwhelmed or end up making work you don’t enjoy 
or even really recognise as yours. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zDDm8HBV0Y


Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 

Norman Ackroyd 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRRa0Us5nXU 

Cy Twombly 

Fiona Banner 

   
Pointers for the next assignment 

Congratulations on completing the course – I am sure you will thoroughly enjoy your degree 
studies. 
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